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Population, Development, and the Environment: Challenges to Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals in the Asia PacificPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book takes the reader into some of the most intransigent social, economic, and political issues that impact achieving sustainable development in Asia and the Pacific. Through meticulous analysis of the integrated relationships between population, development, and the environment, the chapters in this volume investigate the impacts of...
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How to Set Up Information Systems: A Non-Specialist's Guide to the Multiview AppproachEarthscan, 2003
A spectacular dialogue of the deaf has been on-going for many years. Information systems are as misunderstood today as they have been for a decade. The designers who make them, the managers who commission them and the stakeholders who use them consistently fail to communicate with each other resulting in the inevitable plethora of systems failures...
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Using Hoshin Kanri to Improve the Value StreamProductivity Press, 2009
Every industrial engineer should purchase Using Hoshin Kanri to Improve the Value Stream. It provides the key to using the Hoshin Kanri framework and integrating it with the foundations of industrial engineering.
— Marjorie Koch, President, Lean Division, Institute of Industrial Engineers

Cudneys book...
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Tabletops - Horizontal Interactive Displays (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2010

	This book is an attempt to bring together current research in the domain of interactive
	horizontal displays. The book integrates and summarises findings from the
	most important international tabletop research teams. It provides a state-of-the-art
	overview and allows for the discussion of emerging and future directions in research
	and...
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Green Building & Remodeling For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007


	When it comes to addressing most of the challenges we face as a society, it is often

	said that change begins at home. This is an exciting prospect—that we can make a difference

	around the world by changing the way we live our daily lives—and nowhere is

	it truer than in our efforts to improve the health of our planet,...
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Food Composition and Analysis: Methods and StrategiesAcademic Press, 2014

	This book covers methods and strategies related to food composition and analysis. Topics include antioxidant activity of maize bran arabinoxylan microspheres; active packaging based on the release of carvacrol and thymol for fresh food; enzymes for the flavor, dairy, and baking industries; membrane technology in food processing; tenderization...
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Sustainability Issues in Environmental Geotechnics: Proceedings of the 2nd GeoMEast International Congress and Exhibition on Sustainable Civil ... Interaction Group in Egypt (SSIGE)Springer, 2018

	This edited volume deals with the attempts made by the scientists and practitioners to address contemporary issues in geoenvironmental engineering such as characterization of dredged sediments, geomaterials and waste, valorization of waste, sustainability in waste management and some other geoenvironmental issues that are becoming quite relevant...
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Three Paths to Profitable Investing: Using ETFs in Healthcare, Infrastructure, and the Environment to Grow Your AssetsFT Press, 2010

	Discover Today’s Newest, Best Paths to Sustainable Wealth

	
		Master lower-cost, lower-risk ETF investing in tomorrow’s hottest growth areas: healthcare, infrastructure, and green technology
	
		Profit from demographic change and other powerful global trends
	
		Learn...
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Methods and Procedures for Building Sustainable Farming Systems: Application in the European ContextSpringer, 2012

	Showing how the method of sustainability assessment plays a key role in choosing the best agricultural productive mode, this book guides the reader through the process of selecting, from among the various approaches for building farming systems, the method of decision-making that will result in the most appropriate outcome, given the context....
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Transforming Business: Big Data, Mobility, and GlobalizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A unique perspective of an evolved role for company leadership


	Based on the findings of an extensive research project that surveyed more than 5,500 enterprise employees and functional decision makers across the United States and China, Transforming Business: Big Data, Mobility and Globalization explores the influence...
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Solar Rooftop DIY: The Homeowner's Guide to Installing Your Own Photovoltaic Energy System (Countryman Know How)Countryman Press, 2016

	The do-it-yourself guide for converting your home to solar power


	Solar energy is clean, efficient, sustainableâ€•and expensive. Or is it? Many homeowners simply assume that the cost of solar panels is out of their reach, but in reality, the technology is quickly becoming attainable for the middle class. Rather...
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Microbiology For DummiesFor Dummies, 2019

	
		Microbiology For Dummies (9781119544425) was previously published as Microbiology For Dummies (9781118871188). While this version features a new Dummies cover and design, the content is the same as the prior release and should not be considered a new or updated product.

	
		Microbiology is the study...
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